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ABSTRACT

This paper highlights on the comminution and to the lesser extent liberation properties of two greisen-type lithium bearing-mica ores (L1, L2) subjected to different breakage devices; cone crusher (CC), roller crusher (RC), rotor beater mill (RBM) and a screen mill (SM). The particle size distributions (PSD) of the products from each device were evaluated to search for an appropriate PSD model using Gates-Gaudin-Schuhmann (GGS) and Rosin-Rammler (RR) functions. To determine an appropriate function, coefficients of determination ($R^2$) were used as a criterion. Due to budget constraint, only products from rotor beater mill (RBM) were examined for mineral liberation by an automated scanning electron microscope (SEM) technique. It was found that RBM, RC and SM products were better described by the RR model than the GGS model with higher $R^2$ values of 0.97 to 1.0. However, cone crusher products for L1 were better described by GSS model, while that for L2 were better described by RR model. In terms of the spread of size distribution as indicated by RR model parameters, RC products were more uniformly distributed compared to those from other devices, for both ores. Also the RBM products were more scattered than those from other devices. The results indicate that the composition of individual ores affected the comminution products PSDs as different PSD model parameters were obtained for samples comminuted by same devices. The modal mineralogy indicated that both ores are rich in quartz, topaz, zinnwaldite and muscovite. Furthermore, the result indicates that, for both ores, the zinnwaldite phase is more enriched in the fraction < 250 µm. Moreover, better liberation of zinnwaldite is observed for L1 compared to L2. This could be explained by differences of the two ores in three aspects; the nature of mineral association, reduction ratio of the fractions analysed and the spread of the size distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

In mineral processing, particle size is a critical parameter specifically for the liberation and separation of minerals. Assessing the particle size distribution of the ore, which is processed in different stages such as crushing and grinding, is critical for the productivity control of the total mining operation (Kursun, 2009). Amongst other uses, the knowledge of particle size is applied in the development of sampling protocols which in turn feeds into quality control. However, particle size distribution (PSD) parameters are employed in modelling and simulation of comminution unit operations. Furthermore, the models described for plant equipment, such as cyclones or flotation cells, require knowledge of particle size as an input (Taşdemir and Taşdemir, 2009).

The characteristics of size distributions from comminution processes may depend on several factors; the extent of comminution mechanisms applied by devices, comminution conditions, initial ore characteristics, as well as whether a size classification system is applied or not. Furthermore, comminution conditions that favor one breakage mode over the other may be critical in determining the size distribution of products (Taşdemir and Taşdemir, 2009). In comminution, different fracture mechanisms exist such as impact or compression, abrasion or attrition and cleavage. These mechanisms normally occur in combination (Rao, 2011) and their relative predominance varies as a function of machine type, operating conditions and the material being comminuted (Christelle et al., 1997).

In crushing operations the size reduction is more by compression and impact and less of attrition or abrasion, while in grinding the attrition forces are much greater in addition to the impact (Gupta and Yan, 2006) forces. The combination of the above types of fragmentation mechanisms yield different product characteristic of the ground material, since each type is active to a different extent with different machines and materials (Gupta and Yan, 2006; Rao, 2011). In principle, jaw and cone crushers are the most common types of primary compression crushers. These are essentially considered as single-pass devices as can offer limited retention time for the broken materials. On the other hand, hammer crushers and ball mills are considered as retention type devices as they offer repeated particle breakage (Kaya et al., 2002).

Most mineral processing operations rely on measurements of size distributions, as a key factor in improving comminution efficiency. The size distribution of ground materials is typically skewed and the normal distribution is uncommon and occurs only for narrow size ranges (Allen, 2003). Hence, several equations have been proposed to describe size distributions of comminution products (Narayanan and Whiten, 1983). The most important functions have been reviewed by Allen (2003) and King (2001) and due to their simplicity and accuracy, Rosin–Rammler (RR) and Gates–Gaudin–Schuhmann (GGS) are recommended as the two most applicable models for description of comminution products for different materials. Furthermore, the two models are particularly suited for representing size distributions of products from crushing and grinding operations (Macías-García et al., 2004).

It is well known that the efficiency of any comminution process need to be measured not only based on size reduction, but also on the degree of mineral liberation achieved as the two are inextricably linked. If the size to which the rock is reduced is insufficient, then a relatively large proportion of the valuable constituents will not be extracted, leading
to loss of potential revenue. If the size chosen is too small, this will result to an oversized and over costly plant with unnecessarily high energy costs (Napier-Munn et al., 1996).

Limited studies have been reported on breakage and liberation characterization of Lithium-bearing mica ores of the greisen-type deposits. Therefore, this work summarizes the comminution and to a less extent the liberation properties of two greisen-type lithium bearing mica ores (i.e. L1 and L2) subjected to different comminution devices; cone crusher (CC), roller crusher (RC), rotor beater mill (RBM) and a screen mill (SM). The particle size distributions (PSD) of the products from each device were evaluated using Gates-Gaudin-Schuhmann (GGS) and Rosin-Rammler (RR) models. The choice of the two models was motivated by their simplicity as well as accuracy as reported from literature. Also, the use of these models is aimed at demonstrating another scientific example where they can be applicable. The coefficients of determination ($R^2$) were used as a criterion in recommending a suitable model that could well describe the experimental data of the investigated ore materials. Due to budget constraint, only the products from rotor beater mill (RBM) were examined for mineral liberation characteristics of the two ores by an automated scanning electron microscope (SEM) technique. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the suitable model (RR or GGS) could be applied in modelling and simulation studies of typical materials.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Materials

Two greisen-type lithium bearing-mica ores (i.e. L1 and L2) originating from the same deposit (i.e. Zinnwald/Cinovec) at the German-Czech border were used in this investigation. The mineralogical composition of the two ores based on mineral liberation analysis is presented in Table 1. Quartz is the main gangue in both samples and on the other side, the differences in the content of Lithium bearing Zinnwaldite phase for the two samples is significant. The “other” category consists of minor phases with sulphates, silicates, sulphides and fluorides. More detailed information on the ore can be seen from the existing literature (Leißner et al., 2012; Sandmann and Gutzmer, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>L1 (wt %)</th>
<th>L2 (wt %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>71.37</td>
<td>72.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topaz</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>6.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinnwaldite</td>
<td>16.14</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscovite</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limonite / Columbite</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comminution tests**

The samples were subjected to different breakage equipment such as cone crusher (CC), roller crusher (RC), rotor beater mill (RBM) and a screen mill (SM). Figure 1 presents all comminution tests involved. The roll crusher (RC) gap was set at 1 mm and both, the rotor beater mill (RBM) and screen mill (SM) were operated with a
Mineral Liberation Studies

The liberation characteristics of the two Lithium bearing-mica ores was determined by an automated mineral liberation analysis (MLA) technique using FEI MLA 600F system (Sandmann and Gutzmer, 2013). As a consequence of costs, only products from rotor beater mill (RBM) were examined in this case. Therefore, rotor beater mill products were sieved into five fractions, +0.5 mm, -0.5 +0.315 mm, -0.315 +0.2 mm, -0.2 +0.1 mm and -0.1 mm, which were given to an automated mineralogical characterization technique.

The five fractions were necessary and chosen based on the standard particle size range suitable for measurements by an Automated Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Before feeding to the system, the samples were prepared as polished grain mounts (Leißner et al., 2016b; Sandmann and Gutzmer, 2013). The mounts were carbon-coated prior to measurements in order to obtain an electrically conducting surface. The analysis of mineral liberation data was performed using MLA Dataview (Fandrich et al., 2007).

Gates-Gaudin-Schuman (GGS) Distribution

The GGS distribution is given in equation (1) as described by Gupta and Yan (2006).

\[ y = 100 \left[ \frac{x}{k} \right]^a \]

(1)

Where \( x \) is screen aperture size, \( y \) is the cumulative mass % passing size \( x \), \( k \) is the size parameter and \( a \) is the distribution parameter (spread of distribution). The two parameters characterize the size of the sample. Theoretically, lower values of \( a \) indicate more fines, more large particles and fewer particles in the middle range (Lu et al., 2003). The higher the value of \( a \), the narrower the distribution. The size parameter, is the measure of the top size (Gupta and Yan, 2006).

Equation (1) can be transformed to linear form by applying logarithms on both sides, giving:
\[
\log\left(\frac{y}{100}\right) = a \log x + \text{constant} \quad \cdots \quad (2)
\]

This is an equation of a straight line if \( x \) and \( y \) are plotted in a log-log scale. The slope of the straight line will be the distribution parameter, \( a \), and the intercept of the straight line, when \( y = 100 \), will be the size parameter, \( k \).

**Rosin-Rammler (RR) Distribution**

The Rosin-Rammler (or Weibull) distribution is expressed in equation (3) (Gupta and Yan, 2006; King, 2001):

\[
R = 100 \exp\left[-\left(\frac{x}{x'}\right)^b\right] \quad \cdots \quad (3)
\]

Where \( R \) is the cumulative mass % retained on size \( x \), \( x' \) is the size parameter and \( b \) is the distribution parameter. Small values of \( b \) indicate a scattered distribution, and large values imply uniform distribution (Manohar and Sridhar, 2001). Rearranging and taking logarithm of both sides of equation (3) gives equation (4).

\[
\log\left(\frac{100}{R}\right) = \left(\frac{x}{x'}\right)^b \log e \quad \cdots \quad (4)
\]

Taking logarithms, a second time to remove the exponent gives:

\[
\log\log\left(\frac{100}{R}\right) = b \log x + \text{constant} \quad \cdots \quad (5)
\]

A plot of log log \((100/R)\) versus log \( x \) should give a straight line. The parameters of the Rosin-Rammler distribution, \( b \) and \( x' \) are obtained from the slope of the straight line and the intercept at the horizontal line at \( R = 36.8 \), respectively.

The model parameters for both RR and GSS functions (equations (2) and (5)) were calculated by a non-linear regression technique using SOLVER function in EXCEL. The method searches for the best combination of the fitting parameters of a model by minimization of residual error between experimental size distributions and the predicted values (Katubilwa and Moys, 2009; Sand and Subasinghe, 2004).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The results of the two aspects investigated (i.e. comminution and liberation characteristics) for the two greisen-type lithium bearing-mica ores are presented in following sections.

**Comminution Characterization**

Figure 2(a) presents the size distributions of the two samples (L1 and L2) after comminution with cone crusher. Minor differences can be observed in terms of feed size distributions for the two samples. In terms of products, sample L1 gave finer product than sample L2. The products from the cone crusher were used as feed to different comminution devices of which the products size distributions are shown in Figure 2(b). In this case, comminution products from screen mill (SM) were the finest (i.e. sample L2 followed by sample L1). These were closely followed by comminution products from the rotor beater mill (RBM) (i.e. L1 followed by L2). The comminution products from the roller crusher (RC) were the coarsest (i.e. L2 followed by L1).

The differences in products fineness for the different comminution devices applied can be explained as follows. The single-pass devices such as Jaw and cone crushers can offer limited retention time for the breakage of particles, contrary to the retention type devices such as rotor beater mill, roll crusher, hammer crusher and ball mill which can offer significant retention times, providing repeated breakage events (Yue and Klein, 2005). Hence, the former will give coarser products and the later finer products as experienced in this study.
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The size distributions of products from different comminution devices (Figure 2(b)) were fitted into GSS and RR models, Equations (2) and (5) and the results of model parameters as well as coefficients of determination are presented in Table 2 and Table 3 for GGS and RR models, respectively. Based on values of coefficients of determination ($R^2$), it is seen that the rotor beater mill (RBM), roller crusher (RC) and screen mill (SM) products are better described by RR model than the GGS model with higher $R^2$ values (0.97-1.0). However, it is only the cone crusher product for L1 that is better described by the GSS model. Furthermore, for all devices, the coefficients of determination ($R^2$) for L2 products described by GGS model are slightly smaller than those obtained when the same material is described by RR model. This indicates that, RR function fits better for description of wider size distributions (Yue and Klein, 2005) as the case for L2 products.

Table 2: GGS parameters for the two samples as comminuted by different devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone crusher (CC)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll crusher (RC)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor beater mill (RBM)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>3150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen mill (SM)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: RR parameters for the two samples as comminuted by different devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th></th>
<th>L2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>x'</td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone crusher (CC)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll crusher (RC)</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor beater mill (RBM)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>552.30</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen mill (SM)</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>596.24</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of the spread of size distribution as indicated by RR model parameters (Table 3), RC products were more uniformly distributed compared to products from other devices, for both samples (i.e. larger b). Also, the RBM products were more scattered than products from other devices (i.e. smaller b). The results indicate that the composition of individual ores affected the comminution products PSDs since different PSD model parameters were obtained for samples comminuted by same devices. This is in agreement with previous studies on chromite ores (Taşdemir and Taşdemir, 2009). The results are also in agreement with previous studies highlighting that GGS model is best at describing products from single-pass devices (low-energy events) such as cone and jaw crushers, where the effective breakage modes are cleavage and abrasion and that RR model is best at describing products from retention type devices (high-energy events) such as beater, hammer and ball mills where the main breakage mode is only shattering (Yue and Klein, 2005).

**Liberation Characteristics**

In this section, the mineral liberation characteristics of the two samples (L1 and L2) for the rotor beater mill products are presented. It has to be noted that all measurements for particle size and mineral grain size distributions are based on the Equivalent Circle Diameter (ECD). On the other hand, the liberation distribution is based on particle composition as mica is sorted by magnetic separation, which is sensitive to particle composition by volume (Leißner et al., 2016a, 2012).

Figure 3(a) presents the enrichment characteristics of Lithium containing Zinnwaldite phase with particle size. The results indicate that, for both samples, Zinnwaldite phase is more enriched in the fraction < 250 µm. Further, below 100 µm, Zinnwaldite is more enriched for L2 than L1. This implies that good recovery of Zinnwaldite mineral can be achieved if the ores are milled to less than 250 µm.

The mineral grain size distributions for L1 mineral phases are presented in Figure 3(b). The grain size distributions of Zinnwaldite from the two samples are also included for comparison. It is revealed that the grain size distribution of Zinnwaldite in sample L2 is finer than that in sample L1. This implies that more milling is required for better liberation of Zinnwaldite from L2 ore sample (i.e. small liberation size) than that for L1. Further, the the mineral grain size distribution of quartz closely follows size distribution of the host particles. Therefore, this main gangue shows a good liberation from the others (i.e. Most of the energy is lost in milling of the gangue material).
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Liberation characteristics

The particle size distributions for pebble crusher streams (Figure 3) indicate that the product for survey 1 is finer compared to survey 2 and 3. This correlates to the operating gap of the crusher, which was 12 mm, 13 mm and 20 mm, respectively for the three surveys.

Figure 3: (a) Zinnwaldite enrichment with particle size. (b) Mineral grain size distributions (MGSD) for L1 mineral phases (i.e. also with Zinnwaldite MGSD from both samples).

Figure 4: (a) Zinnwaldite fractional liberation. (b) Zinnwaldite cumulative liberation based. Both are based on 95-100 % liberation class.

Figure 4(a) and (b) show the fractional and cumulative liberation, respectively, for the valuable Zinnwaldite phase. In overall, better liberation of Zinnwaldite is observed for L1 compared to L2. For example, for the fractional liberation, approx. > 70 % free Zinnwaldite could be achieved in the fraction \(-315 + 200 \, \mu m\) for L1 compared to only 20 % that could be achieved for L2 for the same fraction. At first this might be linked to differences in Zinnwaldite mineral grain size in the two samples (i.e. in Figure 3(b), differences in mineralogical composition (Table 1) as well as the nature of spread of the size distribution (see RR parameters in Table 3).

Further, the ratios between geometric mean sizes of the feed to the rotor beater mill to that of the sieved fractions (i.e. reduction ratio) was calculated for the two samples and related with the cumulative Zinnwaldite liberation as shown in Figure 5. The result indicates that L1 had higher reduction ratio than L2 implying that L1 sieved fractions were finer than L2 fractions.

The proportion into which the valuable mineral, Zinnwaldite, is locked to other minerals in the ores is presented in Figure 6. For both samples, Zinnwaldite is mainly locked to Quartz and Muscovite. The locking trend shows that for both samples,
Zinnwaldite locking with Quartz increases with particle size, while locking to Muscovite decreases with increase in particle size. This is due to the mineralization of the deposit where Zinnwaldite was overgrown and replaced by Muscovite in a younger greisenization state (Sandmann and Gutzmer, 2013). Therefore, the fracture of Zinnwaldite-Muscovite is less favorable than associations to other minerals. Also a notable difference in Zinnwaldite locking can be observed for the mineral phase Topaz, where for sample L1 locking increases with particle size, while for L2 is the opposite. No significant differences between the two samples for the locking of Zinnwaldite into mineral phases Limmonite/Columbite and the minor phase ‘‘other’’. Hence the variation in locking characteristics of the valuable phase displayed from the two samples might also be the cause for differences in Zinnwaldite liberation indicated in Figure 4.

![Figure 5: Zinnwaldite cumulative liberation as a function of the size reduction ratio for the two samples.](image1)

![Figure 6: Locking of Zinnwaldite into other minerals for L1 and L2 ore samples.](image2)
CONCLUSIONS

Two lithium bearing-mica ore samples were comminuted by different devices and products size distributions evaluated by Gates-Gaudin-Schuhmann (GGS) and Rosin-Rammler (RR) models. The liberation characteristics were evaluated for products from one device; the rotor beater mill. The comminution results showed that the rotor beater mill, roller crusher and screen mill products were better described by RR model for both ores. Further, the cone crusher products for sample L1 were better described by GSS model, while that for L2 were better described by RR model. Different PSD model parameters were obtained for samples comminuted by same devices indicating that the composition of individual ore affected the comminution products. The observed differences in the Zinnwaldite liberation for the two samples could be linked to respective differences in the nature of mineral association, reduction ratio and the spread of the size distribution. These results mean that, depending on the dominant breakage mode, mineralogical characteristics, and feed size, different PDSs were obtained for different comminution devices for the investigated ores. Hence, GGS model was best at describing products from low-energy events (CC), whereas, RR model was best at describing products from high-energy events (RC, RBM, and SM). Also, the results imply that good recovery of Zinnwaldite mineral can be achieved if both ores are milled to less than 250 µm.
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